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The General Assembly Plenary (Concurrent),

Recognizing the threat that terrorism poses to the security of the international community, democracy,1

human rights and rule of law,2

Deeply concerned by the continued crises regarding the actions and ideologies of groups, like Boko Haram3

in West Africa, the resurgence of ISIS in the Middle East and the spread of violent terrorism into Central Africa,4

Western Europe and other parts of the world,5

Recalling the importance of the four pillar approach to the Global Counter-Terrorism strategy under the6

UN Center for Counter-Terrorism (UNCCT), including the measures to reduce the spread of terrorism, prevent and7

combat terrorism, improve the ability of Member States to deal with terrorism and ensure the basis of human rights8

and the rule of law,9

Aware of the crucial role that cooperation between Member States has played in the fight against terror10

groups so far,11

1. Encourages Member States to adopt programs that would facilitate the education of at-risk peoples12

through means such as:13

(a) Vocational training that would provide at risk groups of people with marketable skills which14

they could then use to seek employment as a way to provide them with alternatives to committing acts of terror and15

integrate them into society;16

2. Recommends that Member States establish economic development commissions targeted towards a variety17

of regions that are prone to terror attacks in order to eliminate circumstances that lead to radicalization;18

3. Calls Upon Member States to recognize the importance of a multilateral approach to combating terror in19

the form of both regional and international cooperation; in the form of:20

(a) Intelligence sharing to ensure that all Member States have access to the relevant information in21

order to best carry out counter terror operations;22

(b) Strategy development so that Member States may gain insight on how to best use their resources23

and become more effective in the fight against terrorism;24

(c) Measures by Member States in tandem with relevant NGOs and IGOs to bolster the capacity of25

Member States to address the threat of terrorism;26

4. Recommends annual meetings of Member States and relevant organizations to detail their individual and27

cooperative efforts against terrorism in tandem with the creation of a cooperative body:28

(a) The purpose of this body being an information sharing cooperative between Member States to29

facilitate effective communication;30

5. Strongly advocates for Member States to establish regional task forces proportional to the respective31

threat that they face within regions;32

6. Further advocates for the UN Office of Counter Terrorism and the UN Office on Drugs and Crime to33

continue to provide assistance to Member States and coordinate efforts with IGOs like the European Union.34

Passed by consensus, with 0 abstentions
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